Intrinsic promoter nucleosome stability/dynamics variations support a novel targeting mechanism.
Genomic processes like transcription initiation typically involve the alteration of nucleosome structure, to expose DNA elements for regulatory factor binding. Nucleosome altering/modifying complexes have been identified, but precisely how these complexes find their specific targets remains unclear. We have shown that nucleosomes can exhibit significant DNA sequence-dependent stability and dynamics variations and have suggested that these inherent variations could facilitate nucleosome recognition and thus aid in specific targeting. Here, we confirm an important prediction of the model, namely, that stability and DNA dynamics features can correlate with the transcriptional involvement of specific promoter nucleosomes. A transcriptionally inert Mouse Mammary Tumor Virus promoter-region nucleosome (MMTV-D) has greater inherent stability than and reduced dynamics compared to a nearby nucleosome (MMTV-B) that is the initial target of transcription activation-associated processes on this promoter. MMTV-D stability could help direct activation-associated events to the less stable and more dynamic target, MMTV-B.